
Practice

YOUR VIRTUAL
LEGAL ADVISOR!
#AbHarJawabMilega  #AbSabAageBadhenge



INCOME-TAX
LIKE YOU’VE
NEVER
EXPERIENCED
BEFORE!

SCAN & START NOW

Start your SEARCH on any concept
of the Law using Keywords or 
Section No. at Taxmann.com/Practice



UNDERSTANDING
THE LAW

TUTORIALS
Learn the Compliances and Filing, the Easy Way

READ
Know the Precise & Complete Law,
in a Matter of Minutes!

FORMATS
Ready-to-use Documents,
to Put Your Practice on a Fast & Winning Track

Concise & To-the-Point Case Laws,
featuring Taxmann’s Legacy Database from 1922

LANDMARK RULINGS

Concise & To-the-Point In-force Circulars & Notifications

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FAQS
Your Queries plus Our Expertise 
equals to Your Answer

(Releasing Shortly)

UPDATES
Get Updated on the Recent Changes in the Law!

SEARCH ENGINE
Answers are Just a Search Away!



Taxmann’s Practice platform is supported by a powerful 

search engine, labelled with Artificial Intelligence, to give you the 

most appropriate and latest record instantly

[Artificial Intelligence]

The search engine has been built specially to search in the 

legal database

[Customised for the Law]

This feature helps you access any document directly from the 

search box & it assists you with the recommendation and 

link of the matching record(s)

[Auto-Complete]

Every document has been prepared and indexed in a way that 

the search engine gets you the best result quickly.

 Search a document with a Keyword or Section No., Rule No., 

 Para-heading, etc.

 Know the type of a document even before accessing it

[Scientifically Indexed Documents]

Search Engine
Answers are Just a 
Search Away!

How is Taxmann’s Practice Search Engine  unique ?
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Read
Know the Precise & Complete Law 
in a Matter of Minutes!

WHAT IS READ?

HOW TO SEARCH?

WHAT ARE THE 
USPS OF READ? Prominent and Descriptive Headings

Logical Flow in the Documents

Table of Contents

Always Updated, 
Amended & Annotated

Integrated & Embeded Content

Quick Info of connected 
Bare provisions

Keywords, Section No., etc.

Know the Precise & Complete Law

All Information about a topic in a 
Single Page
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Tutorials
Actual

Screenshots
of Portals

Step-by-Step
Guides

Updated
on a

Real-time
Basis

1

3

2

Tutorials
Learn the Compliances and Filing
the Easy Way
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Formats
Specimen of

Reply to Notices,
Application,

Condonation of
Delay, etc.

Documents
for

Day-to-Day
Works

Real Case
Studies

with
Resolutions

1

2

3

Formats
Ready-to-use Documents 
to Put Your Practice on a Fast & Winning Track
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CASE LAWS

USPS
Only

Selected/Important
Case Laws

Issue-wise
Digest

Find the
Suitable Case Law

using Filters

Find Similar Cases

Featuring Concise &
To-the-Point Summaries

Landmark Rulings
Concise & To-the-Point Case Laws
featuring Taxmann’s Legacy Database from 1922
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

USPS
Concise &

To-the-Point
Summaries

Find Similar
Circulars & 

Notifications

All Circulars &
Notifications

which are in force

Circulars & Notifications, 
Clarifications, 

Press Releases, etc.
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Announcements
Concise & To-the-Point In-force
Circulars & Notifications



Updates 
Get Updated on the Recent
Changes in the Law!
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Latest on Followed Topics
See the stories and updates relating

to topics you follow.  Curated alerts on 

your wall help you focus on relevant 

stories only.

Never miss any update
Get information about every 

new case law, specimen, statutes, 

tutorials, FAQ, update, etc. added 

to your followed topic.

Latest on All Topics
Access all updates and new 

documents even if you do not follow a 

particular Income-tax topic.



[Get Updates] on topics as per the area of your interest

[Covering the entire Income-tax] at one place

[Follow/Un-follow Topics] with a single click

[Stay Informed] about every new Case Law, specimen, statute, tutorial, 

FAQ, etc. on the topics that you follow

360° Coverage of
Various Laws 

Covering transactions that 

might have implications 

under multiple Acts.

Highlighting relevant 
Provisions & Compliance 

Requirements 

from multiple Acts applicable

to a transaction with

contextual hyperlinks to

read the provision in detail
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Discover & Follow Topics
Covering Topics that 
matter to your Practice

360° View of Topics
Everything you need 
to deliver advice to your clients



What is Taxmann's Practice?

Taxmann’s Practice is a virtual legal assistant for practitioners and professionals to:

• Understand complex legal concepts;

• Give instant and best-in-class advice;

• Write extraordinary submissions for assessments and appeals;

• Answer all challenging queries of clients and management; and

• Learn the process of compliances required under various laws.

What does Taxmann's Practice do?
This platform delivers complete, updated, accurate, and authentic content in a simple language that is easy to understand and use. You can 

search any concept using keywords, Sections, etc. It provides you with in-depth coverage on every concept from all applicable laws. One of 

the unique features of tax practice is inter-linking between different laws. For example, you wish to know about the implications of selling 

immovable property. This platform provides guidance from the Income-tax Act, GST, Company law, Accounting Standard and FEMA relating 

to the sale of immovable property.

Why should I subscribe to Taxmann's Practice?
Practitioners and professionals working in the industry often struggle to get the updated, accurate and comprehensive guidance on any 

transaction or concept. They have no choice but to refer to free blogs and spurious information on social sites or discussion forums. Though 

many websites provide a summary of the provisions, but these are not updated regularly. Thus, it is distressing for any professional to guide 

the client or the management relying on such information, which might be outdated, incomplete, or inaccurate. Furthermore, Indian laws are 

both dynamic and extensive. An Act is not sufficient to understand a concept unless it is read in conjunction with relevant Rules, Circulars, 

and Notifications prescribed in relation to that. Sometimes it is also essential to know the jurisprudence to conclude a complex problem. The 

process of researching and understanding takes a considerable amount of time and effort.

Taxmann's Practice gives you access to everything you need to know about a concept or a transaction in simple language from a single 

window. It gives you updated, comprehensive, authentic, and accurate guidance on every aspect of various laws. A team of professionals has 

compiled and vetted each document uploaded on the platform. These documents are constantly amended on a real-time basis to ensure 

that the information you rely on is accurate and tenable before the authorities. It will save your considerable time and effort in legal research 

and understanding the concepts.

How is it different from Taxmann's Research?
Taxmann launched a research platform for tax professionals working in litigations, advisory, or assessment. This platform has a database of 

case laws, statutes, articles, commentaries, and much more. In the last 20+ years, Taxmann’s Research has become the first choice for 

revenue officers and professionals to access authentic statutory material, case laws, and other research material. It is meant for those who 

are interested in research, litigation, assessment, advisory work, etc.

In contrast, Practice is for the professionals to understand the implications of law, to get the readymade material for day-to-day work and to 

do the compliances.

What do I get in Taxmann's Practice?

On every concept, Practice gives you access to:

• Read to understand the concept;

• FAQs on that concept;

• Tutorials explaining the Compliances Required;

• Formats of Standard Replies;

• Deeds, or Applications;

• Summary of Landmark Rulings;

• Circulars & Notifications; and 

• Recent Updates

All these documents are amended frequently on a real-time basis so that the information you are relying upon remains valid and tenable 
before the authorities.

Frequently Asked Questions

Follow us

www.taxmann.com


